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Abst rac t - - I t  is the purpose of this paper to analyze the exploitation fthe stage-structured single 
autonomous population model. We analyze the harvesting population equation and obtain existence, 
local and global geometric properties of nonnegative equilibria. Explicit expressions are obtained 
for the optimal harvesting effort, the maximum sustainable yield, and the corresponding population 
level. © 2004 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Interest in renewable resources has increased greatly in recent years. Determining socially ac- 
ceptable harvesting policy is undoubtedly one of the most challenging and most controversial 
problems in the management of renewable resources. Generally speaking, the exploitation of 
biological resources---one of renewable resources--should be determined by the economic and bi- 
ological value. The optimal management of renewable resources, which has a direct relationship 
to sustainable development, has been studied extensively by Clark [1,2]. Especially, many kinds 
of a single population's exploitation have been studied extensively by many authors [3-5]. How- 
ever, in the natural world, there are many species whose individual members have a life history 
that takes them through two stages: immature and mature. Papers [6-11] studied the stage 
structure models. The unharvested model is described as follows: 
~1 =/31z2 - ,-xl - 52xl - vz~, 
:~2 =- /32Xl -- r2x2, 
(1.1) 
where Xl and x2 are the sizes of the immature and mature population stages, respectively. /31 is 
the birth rate of the immature population, r and r2 represent the death rate of the immature 
and mature population. /32 is the immature stage's transformation rate of maturation, r/is the 
coefficient of the immature's density restriction. All the parameters are assumed to be positive. 
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This model attempts to account for the species which have the characteristics such that the 
mature stage's body is usually larger than the immature stages. 
It is the purpose of this paper to analyze the exploitation of the stage-structured model. In 
Section 2, the basic model with harvesting is given, and we are interested in the existence and 
stability of the nonnegative equilibria. In Section 3, we consider the optimal harvesting policy 
for the immature and the mature stages, respectively. We choose the maximum sustainable 
yield as the management objective and consider the optimal harvesting policy for the considered 
population. Explicit expressions are obtained for the optimal harvesting effort, the maximum 
sustainable yield, and the corresponding population level. In Section 4, we deal with the problem 
in which the immature and the mature are harvested simultaneously. We choose the maximum 
sustainable weighted yield as the management objective and consider the optimal harvesting 
policy for the considered population. Explicit expressions are obtained for the optimal harvesting 
effort, the maximum sustainable weighted yield, and the corresponding population level. 
2. ANALYS IS  OF  THE NONNEGATIVE  EQUIL IBR IA  
In this section, we analyze the linear harvesting model as follows: 
Xl : -  ~lX2 - -  r lX l  - -  ? Ix  2 - -  hlxl, 
5 2 = ~2Xl -- r2x  2 -- h2x2~ 
(2.1) 
where hi and h2 denote the harvesting effort for the immature and mature stages, and hi >_ 0, 
h2 >_ 0. For convenience in mathematics, without loss of generality, we always assume that 
rl = r +/32 as in equation (1.1). 
We give the following notations: 
O = {(xl,x2) e R2:  Xl _> 0, x2 >_ 0}, IntO = {(X l ,X2)  e R2:  Xl > 0, x2 > 0} .  
Considering the biological significance, we study system (2.1) in the region Int D. 
DEFINITION. System (2.1) is permanent ff there are positive constants m, M, such that each 
positive solution x(t, xo) = (xl(t, xo),x2(t, xo)) of system (2.1) with positive initial v~Iue Xo E 
Int D satisfies 
m < lim infx~(t, xo) < lim supxi(t, xo) < M. 
- -  t - - *OO - -  t - - *OO - -  
System (2.1) is extinct ff each positive solution of system (2.1) with positive initial value satisfies 
lim x~ (t, x0) : 0. 
~--oOO 
THEOREM 2.1. IntD is invariant for system (2.1). 
PROOF. We can easily prove that xl = 0, x2 : 0 are not the trajectories of system (2.1). Since 
:~21xl-axis ~--- ~2Xl  > 0, :~llx2-axls "= ~lX2 ~> 0. 
Hence, each trajectory starting from the Int D cannot cross through the boundary of Int D, that 
is each trajectory cannot cross through Xl-axis, X2-axis. IntD is invariant for system (2.1). II 
Now, we carry out existence and stability of the equilibria of (2.1), and we are only interested 
in the nonnegative equilibria, the equilibria which are solutions of 
~1:~2 -- r lX l  -- r]X 2 -- h l :~l  --- 0, (2.2) 
/~2el - r2e2 - hae2 = 0. 
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THEOREM 2.2. The origin (0,0) is always an equilibrium of system (2.1). 
(1) I[f~182 < (r l  + hl)(r2 + h2), then (0,0) is a stable node. 
(2) If81~2 > (rl + hl)(r2 + h2), then (0,0) is a saddle point. 
PROOF. Obviously, (0, 0) is an equilibrium system (2.1). The Jacobian matrix corresponding to
the linearized system (2.1) is 
J(xl, x2) -- ( - r l  - hi - 2~Xl 
\ ~2 
For the equilibrium (0, 0), Jacobian reduces to 
,1) 
- r2 -  h2 " 
( - r l  - hi 81 ) .  
d(xl,x2)[(o,o) = 82 -r2 - h2 
Hence, the stability of (0, 0) determined by the characteristic equation's eigenvalues 
(A + rl + hl)(A + r2 + h2) - 8182 = 0. 
Obviously, the trace of the Jacobian satisfies 
A1 + A2 < O, 
and 
We have 
A1A2 = (rl + hl)(r2 + h2) - 8182. 
A = [rl + hi + r2 + h2] 2 - 4(rl + hl)(r2 + h2) + 48182 
= [(rl + hi) - (r2 + h2)] 2 + 48182 > 0. 
The proof is complete. | 
THEOREM 2.3. I[8182 > (rl + hl)(r2 +h2), then system (2.1) has an positive quilibrium, which 
is a stable node. 
PROOF. The nontrivial solution of (2.2) is 
el = 1 ( 8,8= ) 
\r2+h2 rl-hl., 
x2 rt(r2 + ha) \r2 + ha - rl - hi . 
It is positive equilibrium if and only if 8182 > (rl + hl)((r2 + h2). 
The Jacobian 
(2.a) 
J(xl,x2) = ( - - r l  -- hi - 2W~l 
\ & - r2 -h2]  ~2 -D2~1 " 
~2 
The stability of (xl, x2) determined by the characteristic equation's eigenvMues 
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We have 
[ xl 22 J \ xl x2 
= - - - -  +4~1f l2  > O: 
L\ Xl X2 J 
Obviously, the trace of the Jacobian satisfies )~1 + ~2 < 0, 
A1A2 = + ~1 _-=--- ;31/32 
\ xl x2 
= (~, + h, ) ( r~ + h2) + 2(r~ + h~) ~--(Z 1-z~- 
\ r2  + h2 
= ~lf12 - (rl + hl)(r2 + h2) > 0. 
r l  - h i )  - ~1~2 
Hence, (xl,x2) is a stable node. The proof is complete. | 
In general, we are interested in the global property of the nonnegative equilibria of the harvested 
system in region Int D. It is worthwhile to discuss in greater detail the dynamic behavior of the 
harvesting model. 
THEOREM 2.4. /1c~1~2 < (r  I ~- hl)(r2 + h2), then the equilibrium (0, O) is globally asymptotically 
stable. 
PROOF. The Liapunov function is constructed as follows: 
V(Xl, x2) = j32Xl + (rl + hi)x2. 
It easy to prove that the Liapunov function is a positive definite function with infinite lower bound 
in the interior of domain D. Computing ~ along the solution of (2.1) and substituting dt 
the right-hand side of equation (2.1) leads to the equation 
dV(xl,x2)dt (2.1) = /32Xl + (r l  -4-hl)~:2 
= Z2 (Zlx2 - r l x l  - ~x 2 - h lX l )  + (r l  + h1)(Z2~1 - ~2~2 - h2~)  
= (;31/~2 - (rl + hl)(r2 + h2))x2 - fl2r/x 2 _< 0. 
Hence, in region D, dV = 0 if and only if Xl = 0, x2 = 0. This shows equilibrium (0, 0) is globally 
asymptotically stable for/31/~2 < (rl + hl)(r2 + h2). The proof is complete. | 
THEOREM 2.5. If/~1/32 > (rl + hl)(r2 + h2), then the equi//brium (~1,E'2) is g10bally asymptot- 
ically stable. 
PROOF. The Liapunov function is as follows: 
2 
i=l  
where ci, i = 1, 2 are positive constants. We can compute that 
OW(xl, x2) 
W(~l, 22) = 0, Oxk 
a2W(xl,x2) ck~k ~2W(zl,x2) 
Oz~ z~ ' OXl Ox2 
=ok(1 
=0, k= 1,2. 
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Hence, we can conclude that W(Xl, x2) is a positive definite function in the interior of domain D. 
We easily prove W(Xl, x2) - ,  +c¢ when (xl, x2) tends to the boundary of domain D. W(xl, x2) 
is a function with the infinite lower bound in the interior of D. 
Let c 1 = 1/(/~1/~2), c2 = 1/(f12(r2 + h2)). Computing gw(x~,~2) from this and equating the dt 
right-hand side with equations (2.1) and (2.3) leads to the equation 
dW(xl, x2) xl --  X l  . X2 - -  ~2 
dt  = ~l~2Xl Xl +/~2(r2 _}. h2)x2~2 
__ 1 X2 ~2 -I- r2---'~--~2(x2 -- -~2) ~22 x2 ~(~1- :~)~+~ (x ' - :~ ' )  ~ 1 
~7;_.~2 (x~ - ~1) 2 ~2(Xl - ~1) 2 :~1(~2 - ~2)2 
fl2xlxl (r2 + h2)x2x2 
+ (Xl - :~l)(X2 - :~2) ~ + (r2 +-h2)x2 
<0. 
Hence, in region D, ~ = 0 if and only if/~2:~1 : (r2 + h2):~2. This shows equilibrium (~1, ~2) is 
globally asymptotically stable for B1/32 > (rl + hl)(r2 + h2). The proof is complete. | 
Considering the practical meaning of the harvesting model, once the harvesting effort increases 
beyond the level fl1~2 < (rl + hl)(r2 + h2), the model will result in extinction. On the other 
hand, if B1/~2 > (rl + hl)(r2 + h2), Theorem 2.5 implies system (2.1) is permanent. 
3. OPTIMAL POLICY OF HARVESTING, RESPECTIVELY 
Now, we investigate the optimal harvesting policy, namely, the optimal harvesting effort, the 
maximum sustainable yield, and the corresponding optimal population level when the immature 
and mature are harvested, respectively. 
CASE 1. The harvesting policy for immature stage population. 
Now, let only immature stages' population be subject o harvesting, so that equation (2.1) 
becomes 
:~1 : ~1X2 -- r lX l  --  ~]x~ --  hlXl,  (3.1) 
:~2 = ~2Xl -- r2x2 .  
We take the yield function as the objective function with respect o the harvest effort hi, that 
is 
at the same time 
~2 
Y1 = h1~1 = ~1~2 - r1~1 - y 1, 
~2Xl = r2ff: 2. 
In order to get the maximum sustainable yield, that is the maximum value of the objective 
function Y1, so we have the condition 
dY1 = BI& 
- r l  - 2~1~21 = O, 
d~l r~ 
we can first get the optimal population level 
27]r2 ' 
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then, the maximum sustainable yield denoted by YI* is 
YI* = h:x  = - n r2 )  2 
47/r 2 
the optimal harvesting effort 
h~ = YI* =/~1/~2 - r : r2  
x~ 2r 2 
CASE 2. The harvesting policy only for mature stage. 
In general, the possibility is significant for cases in which the mature stage is subject o har- 
vesting. This is more appropriate to the economic and biological views of renewable resources 
management. In this case, equation (2.1) becomes 
X 2 X: : /~:X 2 -- r :x  1 -- ~} 1, 
52 = ~2Xl - r2x2 - h2x2.  (3.2) 
By Theorem 2.3, we know that the positive equilibrium of system (3.2) is 
1 ( ZlZ2 ) 
X2 = T](r2 + h2) \ r2  -}- h2 r: . 
In the following, we also study the maximum sustainable yield of (3.2), where the sustainable 
yield is 
~2j¢. h2) ~,r2(' #1~2.{_ h2 ) Y2 --- h2:2 = h2/(r  2 r: • 
In order to get the maximum sustainable yield, we let dY2 = 0, the optimal harvesting effort dh2 
~1/~2 -- r l r2 
h~ = r2 D:f12 + f i r2"  
We can get the optimal population level 
X 2 --- 
then, the maximum sustainable yield 
y2*= 
22 22  ~1~2 -- ?'17"2 
4 Z:r] ' 
(~1~2 - - r l r2)  2 
4~1r2 
4. OPT IMAL POL ICY  FOR COMBINED HARVEST ING 
The harvesting of the immature or mature is not absolute. As a result of the rapidly increasing 
demand for different populations, the fundamental problem then becomes one of determining the 
optimal harvesting policy to be made between the immature and the mature. 
Xl = ~lX2 -- r lX l  -- Wx~ -- h lX l ,  
x2 = ~2Xl - r2x2 - h2x2.  
(4.1) 
Optimal policy for combined harvesting of system (2.1), we begin with the old standby MYS, 
where y ie ld  now refers to a weighted sum 
Y = p lh l~: l  + p2h2x2;  
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here Pl and P2 are positive constants and not part of the control set, but characterize the weight 
differential between the immature and mature stages. For example, Pi (i = 1, 2) can also be 
viewed as the price of the immature and mature stages population. 
In this case, our purpose is to get the maximum sustainable weighted yield at the optimal 
population level when we use the optimal harvesting effort, that is, if 
r2 ~2 < Pl <~ 
rl P2 ~1' 
then, 
Hence, 
( ~1~2 
maximize Y = plhl~l + p2h2x2 ~-- \T2~2 
hi ~ (p lh  I "4- p2h2]~2~ 1 rl / 
OY 1 ( plhl +p2h232 (__~1_B2_ 
Oh1 = ~ (r2 + h2) + \r2 + h2 
OY 1 ( /~I/~2 (plhl -~ p2h2D2/r2h2) 
Oh~ = ~ (r2 -4- h2) 2 
rl-h~) pl) = 0, 
( ( + ~TL  ~1-hi) ~7~ p2h2]~l / /  =0. (r2 -4- h2) 2 
Hence, optimal harvesting effort should be 
h~= 
h~= 
(~1fl2- rlr2)p2 > 0, 
(P:2 - ~1Pl) 
(~1~2-- rlr2)Pl > O, 
(plrl -P2~2) 
the corresponding optimal population level 
~l~2(~lPl --p2r2) (~l~2[-rlr2)Pl~ 1 
x~ ~--- r2(~lPl --P2r2) --'(~1~2 --rlr2)P2 - - r l+  P2]~2--plrl ] ~' 
~1~2(~lPl--p2r2) (Zlfl2--rlr2)Pl~ 
1 
~(r2--(fl l~2--rlr2)P2/(~lPl--P2r2))' 
the maximum sustainable weighted yield, corresponding to h~, h~, ~,  ~ is 
ZlZ2 _ 
YMSY : r2 (~1~2 rlr2)P2/(~lPl p2r2) rl + (fll~2_--rlr2)pl~ -- -- -- P2~2 --plr l  ] 
× (-p~(Zlm-rlr2) p~(ZlZ~ -r:2)& ) 1 
REMARK. Some complex computations of the joint MSY are by virtue of the mathematical 
software Maple. In this paper, we studied the harvesting problem of a stage-structured population 
with the ideal assumption that the harvesting effort hi and h2 are constants, but the assumption 
is not practical. We leave the problem that improves upon the harvesting effort as an impulse 
function to future investigation. 
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